The VZ-D50 collapsible Dolly
for use with the VZ-T75A, VZ-TK75A, and VZ-T100A
WARNING: Do not leave wheel brakes engaged while in storage or grooves may form in wheel
rubber

Features:
• Fully collapsible wheel assembly.
• Adjustable leg mounts for many different tripods.
Assembly:
The VZD50 is designed for use specifically with the
Dolly - Collapsed
VZ-T75 & VZ-TK75A and the VZ-T100A, but can be used with many
different brands of tripods due to the unique
mounting style.
The dolly can be collapsed for easy storage and transport. In order to use the
dolly, you must extend the outer legs around the center circle. Once you fully
extend them around, you will notice that they will come together and can be
locked into place using the supplied screw.

In order to mount the tripod, you must extend the tripod and set each foot
on the mounting pad of each section of the dolly legs. You will be putting
the tripod feet between the two triangular plates, and then will push the
adjustable bolt into the foot, holding it down to the dolly. Make sure that
you lock the bolt securely with the tightening screw. The mounting pad
itself can be adjusted to the need of the tripod.

Each of the wheels comes with a brake, in order to lock down movement and
prevent the dolly from drifting. Just press down on the brake firmly with foot
to lock.

When using the dolly with the VZ-T100A, you must use the
supplied mounting plates. In order to make room for the new
plates, you must slide the existing mounts towards the center of
the dolly.
After attaching the mounts to the dolly using the supplied
tightening screw, you must take the bottom spreaders from the
VZ-T100A and slide the ends into the plate.
The VZ-D50 tripod is covered by a one-year warranty (parts/labor). Please retain your receipt for warranty verification. All
returns and repairs must be accompanied by a Return Merchandise Authorization number
(RMA#). Contact us at 888-826-3399 / 512-219-7722 or at www.varizoom.com

